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Blinds by Peter Meyer offers an extensive range of Australian made 

Shutters to suit all applications, both domestic and commercial. 

Incorporating only the highest quality materials & finish. 

Our Ultimate Shutters are constructed from plantation grown,  

sustainable western red cedar offering excellent insulation properties 

which will assist with keeping the heat transfer out during the  

summer months and retaining the warmth during winter months.

Our Smart Plantation Shutters feature a timber frame fitted with  

impact resistant blades offering the benefits of Cedar for design & 

installation flexibility, and cope with the knocks and bumps of everyday 

life. It’s the smart choice for high traffic areas like hallways & 

children’s bedrooms and playrooms.

Our range of Basswood Shutters are available in natural, custom 

paint & stained finishes. 

All of our interior shutters are available in your choice of hinged, 

bifold or sliding. As custom paint specialists, we are able to

paint shutters to match any colour.

Combine our interior shutter range with our exterior  

aluminium shutter range, and Blinds By Peter Meyer  

has a shutter to suit every application. 

Available in Sydney metropolitan area only. 

Interior | Shutters Classic or modern. Natural or painted.
5YEAR WARRANTY
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Unique 50mm pleatedInterior | XL50 Pleat    ™

Bambu Riverbed 

Capri White 

Como Silver Stone | Rev. 

Ferrara 

Bambu Coppermine 

Natur 

Style
50mm dynamic pleats incorporating  
constant pleat system.

Fabrics: 
22 different patterns and colours.  
2 can be used reversible.  
4 available as roller blinds. 

Options:
Manual cord operation.
Mono control. 
Top down + bottom up.

Maximum Size: 
4000mm x 4000mm  
Fabrics as one piece to their maximum size.  
Fabrics can be overlapped and joined. 
Note: Bambu maximum width is 2280mm 
and is not suitable to join.

Privacy: 
Torino Blockout is 100% private.  
Most of our weaves will give privacy.  
Please check individual fabric.

Flame Retardency:
CS Trevira is inherently Flame Retardant
it includes Capri, Como and Sardinia.

Motorisation:
Motorisation is available.

Warranty
5 Years.

Pebble 

Bambu Rockface

Sardinia Black

Cyber Yellow 

Skydiver

Formula 1

5YEAR WARRANTY


